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Uncover opportunities to improve
workflow efficiencies
HP Immersive Analytics Service

What if you could…
• Help drive down print costs while improving efficiency and mitigating risk?
• Pinpoint inefficient processes to help reduce printing, copying, and manual routing?
• Compare your teams’ current print behaviours with typical printing habits?
• Make informed decisions based on your organisation’s actual workflows?
• Identify opportunities to accelerate digital transformation?

With HP Immersive Analytics Service—you can.
The challenge

The solution

Inefficient workflows create bottlenecks
that slow down progress. If your teams use
paper- and people-intensive processes
to manage documents, then time and
resources are being wasted every day.

HP Immersive Analytics Service combines
powerful analytic tools with our expertise
in efficiency strategies to produce a
holistic view of your printing and imaging
environment.

One workgroup may be printing far more
than needed. Another could be making
many more daily trips to the copier than
their peers. Or, users may habitually copy
documents for distribution instead of
sharing digital files.

HP uses data about how your teams
actually print, copy, and scan to discover
actionable ways to improve efficiency—
and to help reduce risk.

Getting visibility into where, why, and
how inefficiency happens can be difficult
and time-consuming. That means that
opportunities to improve workflow
processes can be easily overlooked.

By working with an HP Analytics
Consultant, your organisation can quickly
find recurring user behaviours that
suggest inefficiencies. This analysis of
data can lead to prioritised strategies for
workflow efficiency.
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How HP Immersive Analytics Service works
Share data

The organisation shares
job accounting data,
organisational information,
and user data with their
HP advisor. Data is protected in
accordance with all applicable
privacy and data protection
laws worldwide.

Analyse

The HP advisor analyses the
organisation’s data to find
opportunities for greater
efficiency. Scope, sample size,
and study length vary based
on client choice.

Client experience
Problem: One department seemed
to be doing a lot of printing, but
leadership lacked visibility into
what was being printed and why.
HP action: The HP Immersive
Analytics Service identified one
team that printed 27 times more
than other teams. More than 36%
of the volume came from two
recurring high-page-count print
jobs.
Results: HP helped leadership
to pinpoint processes that
were costing them hundreds of
thousands of pages and significant
time manually routing documents
every year. The department now
saves time and paper by using
more efficient digital workflow
processes.

Report

The HP advisor shares
conclusions with stakeholders.
Findings cover actionable
items and insights into
the organisation’s normal
workflow.

Take the burden off
leadership and IT
By turning to the HP Analytics Consultants,
stakeholders can keep their focus on their
core competencies.
HP advisors have the tools and expertise to
sift through your organisation’s data and look
at it from a process-efficiency standpoint.

Zero in on inefficiencies
Get a more accurate and holistic view of your
print environment. Use the HP Immersive
Analytics Service to discover:
• High-frequency paper-centric behaviours
• Repetitive, labour-intensive tasks
• How teams' habits compare to typical usage
patterns
• Recurrent vulnerabilities introduced by poor
document control
Your HP Analytics Consultant can help you
identify inefficient patterns and repetitive
tasks—the first step toward improving
workflows and accelerating digital
transformation.

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated

Strategise

HP can work with the
organisation on efficiency
strategies, as well as help
stakeholders implement
solutions to achieve goals.

Prioritise findings
Once the HP Analytics Consultants have
isolated potential inefficiencies affecting
your teams’ document workflows, they will
present you with their findings. This insight
from HP can help you determine which
printing, copying, or scanning behaviours
merit further investigation, so you can
address inefficiencies with confidence.

HP can help
When it's time to move forward, HP can
partner with you to improve efficiency.
HP industry consultants can bring your
organisation a wealth of knowledge about
effective strategies and solutions for
reducing print and copy costs while moving
toward a digital workflow.
As a long-standing leader in printing
solutions and process efficiency, HP offers
reliable solutions, constant innovation, and
deep expertise.
For more information, contact your HP
representative.
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